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Chapter 1 I NTRODUCTION
This project focuses on stacking of simulated wooden blocks in a game physics
engine. In this project, stacking and stacks refers to objects placed in deliberate
structures. Physics engines for games do not emphasize stacking on small object
scales with realistic settings. Small object scales refer to objects with the smallest
side at least 1 cm and the largest less than 20 cm. It is therefore suspected that an
inability to simulate at these scales is the reason for the lack of games and
applications in small object stacking. In the literature, the most common approach
to solve problems like this is to develop more advanced models for collision
detection, impulse handling and general solvers. This often leads to impressive
systems, using advanced math and algorithms to simulate previously difficult
scenarios sometimes even in real time. However, these systems require high level
knowledge of math and physics to re-implement.
This project presents a different approach to solve the physics problem. Instead of
changing the underlying physics model, it describes a system that corrects the
normal physics system to enable simulation of stacking behavior. The system was
implemented in a commercial game engine and tested on adult users with novice to
intermediate knowledge of physics systems. A comparison between real world
stacking and the proposed system was also conducted to test plausibility of the
behavior.

1.1 I NITIAL P ROBLEM
Is it possible to simulate stacking using a different approach than most state-of-theart work?

1.2 S TACKING

IN

C HILDREN ' S P LAY

AND

V IDEO G AMES

An important part of the development of a child is a type of play called constructive
play [Fromberg & Bergen, 2006]. Constructive play at first focuses on arranging
objects in patterns, and later on it focuses on creating structures and systems. In
constructive play children learn about physics, object balance and material
properties. Another important element is that the child sets his or her own goals,
and then attempts to reach them. This type of play is important as most other
types of play after the age of 7 years depend on constructive play. As children use
electronic devices ever more, as well as spending ever more play time with digital
games, it would be beneficial if some of these learning elements can be
incorporated into digital games. Allowing a child to set his or her own goals is not
always supported in video games, which are often goal driven; however, this is
mostly a question of game design and as such will not be covered in this project. As
properties of materials are mostly of tactile domain, this element of constructive
play will also not be investigated. The most interesting elements are physics on
small object scales, and object balance. It should be possible to recreate these
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elements with current technology. Enabling small object stacking behavior can also
give game designers more freedom to allow for child specified goals.

1.3 S TACKING

IN

S IMULATION

The technical motivation for the project has several aspects. The first and most
basic motivation is being able to simulate stacking at small object scale. Stacking in
itself is difficult to simulate but it has been done by academic systems as seen in
Section Error! Reference source not found.. It is however unclear if these systems
also work on small object scales.
One of the two main motivations for the project is to investigate whether using a
corrective system on top of an existing physics engine is a viable method to simulate
scenarios that the underlying engine cannot simulate. Currently, implementing a
system to handle a new type of simulation scenario requires modifying or even
completely rewriting large parts of the physics engine. This makes it complicated to
change the feature set of physics engines during a production. Being able to use
modules that run on top of the underlying physics engine allows for more flexibility
of systems, and to potentially save resources by only using calculations required for
specific simulation scenarios.
The other main motivation is to investigate the feasibility of using a different
approach to simulate stacking. In the literature, the problem of stacking is usually
solved by improving the precision of the physics system to the point that a large
number of objects can be interacting with each other in a stable manner. The
presented project takes a different approach to solve the problem of stacking than
most literature, but the approach is similar to [Hsu & Keyser, 2012]. Instead of
calculating the forces acting on each individual object, properties of the stack are
calculated and the overall stack stability is continuously evaluated. While the
objects are part of the stack, their movements are restricted. When the system
detects an unstable stack, the unstable part is removed from the stack and the
object's movement is no longer restricted. It is then expected that the underlying
physics engine handles the collapse of the structure.

1.4 R ESEARCH Q UESTION
Is it possible to simulate user-relevant stacking scenarios, in a visually plausible
manner, using stack behavior instead of behavior of individual objects in the stack,
and implement the system on top of a closed source physics engine?
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Chapter 2 P REVIOUS W ORK
This chapter reviews current approaches to solve stacking in physics engines.
Several papers have presented solutions for solving this problem by developing
better solvers for physics engines and other methods.

2.1 T HE N ORMAL S TRUCTURE

OF A

P HYSICS E NGINE

A normal rigid body physics engine can be divided into 2 main phases. The first
phase is the collision detection system. This system is further split into two parts.
Broad phase collision detection simplifies the problem by using very efficient
methods to find potential collisions, for instance finding bounding box overlap. The
narrow phase collision detection is then used to define if the collision meshes are
actually touching or overlapping. The second part is a collision response system.
This is where contact forces are calculated. A simple approach is an impulse based
collision response. Velocity changes for the colliding objects are modeled using
impulses that match the time step of the physics engine. The future position of an
object is therefore expressed as differential equations that can be solved using
numerical methods or similar solvers. Most stacking based research is based on
optimizing the collision response system, often by using more advanced response
paradigms than the impulse based response, or by improving the solvers. [Eberly,
2004]

2.2 L ITERATURE R ELATED

TO

O BJECT S TACKING

A widely cited paper on stacking objects in a physics engine is [Erleben, 2007]. The
approach presented by the paper uses a standard collision detection algorithm, but
presents its own complementary formulation, solver and error correction
algorithms. The paper first derives the complementarity formulation used by the
solver. It then presents different base frameworks for solvers and presents its own
variation on one. The method proposed in the paper is velocity based as opposed to
the conventional impulse based approach. The paper discusses an error correction
scheme that is partially based on stack layers derived from the contacts of objects.
The method proposed by Erleben is compared to several other physics engines, and
performs better on all stacking scenarios while still running at near real-time
speeds. The paper shows that using the structure of a stack has to some extend
been considered before and is a viable approach.
A slightly more recent paper [Kaufman, Sueda, James, & Pai, 2008] focuses on
accurately simulating friction and enabling friction dependent behavior. The
method proposed in the paper is usable in both rigid and deformable bodies'
simulation. Although not the main focus, this system can simulate stacking
scenarios that are friction dependent. The stacking scenarios only maintain a stable
structure, not constructing it during simulation. The system performs at near realtime speeds. This paper demonstrates that simulating correct friction behavior
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supports a system's ability to simulate stacking. The paper also presents an
interesting simulation scenario in its card house stack. This scenario is mainly
dependent on friction to remain stable.
[Hsu & Keyser, 2010] describe an approach to improve the performance of random
stacks in simulation. The contribution of this paper is an advanced object sleep
paradigm. By forcing object sleep, depending on pile specific conditions, more
realistic pile behavior is achieved. The algorithm runs at real time and can even
provide slight performance improvements. Although the authors have implemented
the algorithm inside a physics engine, this approach should be able to function
independent of the underlying physics engine. The approach is similar to the one
describe in this project. The system proposed by Hsu and Keyser is, however, only
meant to simulate random stacks.
A later more recent paper by the same authors [Hsu & Keyser, 2012] presents a
method to induce object sleep based on local equilibrium. The algorithm
periodically revises the grouping, and removes objects from groups if objects are no
longer in equilibrium or are impacted by fast objects. The system is created to allow
for art-directed stacking, and not necessarily realistic stacking; however, the system
cannot create stacks that are massively unstable. The system is tested on both stack
and random stack scenarios. The system is able to maintain stacks created before
simulation, but it is not clear if, though highly likely that, the system can handle
stacks that are created during simulation. Only random stacks are shown to be
created during simulation. The system runs at real-time to near real-time speed.
The system seems to be a modification of the Bullet physics library but the
algorithm can be used as an extension. This system is the closest prior work to what
is proposed in the presented project. The system proposed by [Hsu & Keyser] uses
an open source engine, so the authors still have access to the source code even
though it is claimed to work as a general extension. The method presented by this
project uses a closed source engine; thus, only API calls are possible. The system
described by [Hsu & Keyser] uses grouping of objects as the main method of
generating stable stacks whereas the method proposed by the presented project
uses object sleep state to create stacks. The focus of the paper is artistic control
over stacks, whereas the focus of the presented project is stack simulations under
user control.
A paper by [Han, Hsu, McNamara, & Keyser, 2013] sets out to test two commonly
used hypotheses in physics animation. The first is that users are unable to perceive
distortions in the simulation that come from approximated simulation methods. The
second hypothesis is that freezing transformations of objects in a random pile does
not affect the visual plausibility of a simulation. Both hypotheses are confirmed in a
user study. The paper identifies 4 variables that may have an effect on the validity
of the hypotheses but leave it up to future works to find the extend of this effect.
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This paper represents one of the rare times where alternate simulation methods are
tested on users for visual plausibility. Doing such user tests is a good way of
confirming or disproving the presumed visual plausibility of a developed system.
The paper [Sakurai & Miyata, 2013] proposes a method for arranging objects in
predefined shapes and piles. The presented method first distributes objects over
the desired shape so that they are in contact with nearby objects. It then refines the
distribution by moving each object to minimize the overlap with other objects, or
remove the object if overlap cannot be reduced sufficiently. The method is
evaluated by expert users who found that the system functions well. The method
does not conduct simulation. This paper focuses on the generation of object piles
and which elements make a visually plausible pile. Its approach goes from the
overall shape of the pile on to the state of the individual object in the pile. Although
a different method and goal is used the general idea of basing the method in the
overall shape is similar to this project.
A paper from the industry is [Tonge, Benevolenski, & Voroshilov, 2012]. It presents
a method for impulse based rigid body simulation optimized for parallel computing.
The paper splits object mass to match the number of contacts with other objects.
This enables parallel computation of impulse calculation without imposing any
serialization on the algorithm. The proposed method reduces simulation jitter and
yields similar performance to conventional methods. The method has worse
convergence than one of the standard methods, but it manifests itself as increased
contact compliance instead of jitter. The method proposed by the paper is able to
simulate a card house stack although with visual artifacts in the form of bouncing.
This paper focuses on utilizing modern computer architecture to increase
performance. The method is the only one of the cited papers that is designed for
parallel computing. It reduces simulation jitter, which is stated to be a problem for
visual plausibility and stack behavior, and thus indirectly improves stacking
behavior. As this method is a modification of a physics engine, this type of approach
is not possible to implement with an extension system as is the goal of this project.
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Chapter 3 M ETHOD
This chapter describes the method and the general implementation of the method.
It is split into five parts. The first two parts describe the problems with the base
physics engine, and determine the scope of the implementation. The last three
parts describe the proposed solution without going into the actual code.

3.1 P ROBLEMS

WITH

B ASE P HYSICS E NGINE

Physics engines for games generally are optimized for fast performance and low
calculation time, and are often modifications of the impulse based system briefly
described in Section 2.1 . The physics engine used for this project is the
implementation of Nvidia Physx that is built into the Unity 3D game engine [Unity
Technologies, 2014]. This physics engine is a closed source engine, but a paper from
the company [Tonge, Benevolenski, & Voroshilov, 2012] suggests that the engine
uses some variation of the impulse based simulation method.
By observing stacking behavior it can be seen that the physics engine first operates
normally for an impulse based system. It detects collision points and handles the
object contacts as expected. However, when the stack becomes large, the
associated forces also grow and the physics engine changes behavior and no longer
consistently detects collision points. It is assumed that the engine is using penalty
forces instead of contact response methods. This leads to more unstable structures,
and stability errors where bricks that should be stable move or rotate, leading to
collapse of the stack, see [Video on the enclosed DVD "4stack Unity Raw"] . This
type of error is the main problem preventing stacking with this physics engine.
Another problem that appears with larger stacks of objects is residual energy in the
stack. Calculation inaccuracies and/or micro collisions cause motion to be inducted
into the object stack and the stack begins to sway visibly on its lateral axis. This is
mostly a visual artifact as stability is not much affected. However, it makes adding
to the pile more difficult and for structures that have limited stability it may prove
problematic.
The physics engine is designed for low levels of gravity. With low gravity and mass
settings, the engine is able to handle simple stacking fairly well. However, when
simulating at smaller scale, where the gravity acceleration relative to object size is
larger, the engine starts showing the problems described above. One case, where
the engine is not able to handle stacking, is small object scale with realistic gravity.
Here, the problems are very pronounced, and collision detection stops after only a
few objects stacked on top each other, see [Video on the enclosed DVD "4stack
Unity Raw"]. As this scale is the primary scale used for constructive play, stacking
support on this scale is important for the simulation of constructive play with small
wooden bricks for children.
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3.2 S COPE L IMIT ATION
In order to limit the scope of the implementation a focus on a specific simulation
task is selected. For this project, simulation of wooden bricks is chosen to
demonstrate the algorithm. The bricks are a type of wooden bricks called KAPLA
[KAPLA, 2014]. These bricks are wooden boxes where the sides have a ratio of
1:3:15. They are made from untreated pinewood which provides a high level of
friction. Some of the bricks can be seen in Figure 1. The convex nature of the bricks
helps to keep the initial implementation simple, as cases of multiple contact areas
between two bricks are not possible. The bricks also have in good approximation a
uniform mass distribution across the object. Basing the system in actual physical
objects allows for comparisons between the simulations and reality to investigate
the accuracy of the simulations.

F IGURE 1: S EVERAL KAPLA BRICKS PLACED IN SIMPLE STACKS .

3.3 B RICK S TABILITY S YSTEM - B ASIC V ERSION
This section describes the simple version of the brick stability system. This is the
base model and the method that takes care of the most seen stacking scenarios. For
a discussion on user stacking types, see [Portfolio Chapter 4]. The general idea of
this method is to evaluate stability based on the centre of mass of objects and
contact areas between different objects. The system calculates the centre of mass
for the structure above a brick, and uses this to determine the stability of the
structure.
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3.3.1 G E N E R AL A LGO R I T H M
The brick stability system for simulating stacks of objects is based on the centre of
mass and the contact area. If the projection of the centre of mass of an object is
outside the contact that supports the object, the object is going to tilt and fall off its
support as shown in Figure 2. As the method is an extension of a physics engine,
objects will start under the control of the physics engine. If an object is detected to
be in a stable configuration, the brick stability system will freeze it in the physics
engine and take over stability calculations. If unstable configurations are detected,
the brick stability system will wake up the brick and the physics engine will then
simulate the brick until it again returns to a stable configuration.

F IGURE 2: E XAMPLE

OF AN UNSTABLE CONFIGURATIONS .

THE EDGE OF THE CONT ACT AND SUBSEQUENTLY FALL OFF .

U NDER GRAVITY THE TOP OBJECT WILL PIVOT OVER
COM NOTES THE OBJECT CEN TRE OF MASS AND G

IS THE GRAVITY VECTOR .

For every frame, new contacts must be found and any potential new additions to
the stack must be tested, the state of the stack must be updated and the overall
stability of the stack must be tested. First, all contacts are added to the data
structure of the system, then all contacts between two objects that are both in
unstable positions are removed as they cannot be resting on a part of the stack.
Contacts coming from impacts above a certain speed are also disregarded. Contact
areas between stable and potentially stable objects are then calculated based on
the remaining contact points. Using these contact areas potential bricks are tested
for stability, and if they are in a stable configuration, they are added to the stack.
The system then updates stability data through the stack. Lastly, the stack is tested
for overall stability. This is done by calculating the centre of mass for everything
above each object, and testing if the vertical projection of this centre of mass is
outside of the main contact area of the object. If it is then the object and everything
above it is woken up and flagged as unstable.
For each object, a series of information is needed for the algorithm. This
information is stored in a data structure as seen on Figure 3. Every object that is
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part of the stack stability system has a brick data object associated with it. If the
object is part of the environment, it is flagged as a ground object.

F IGURE 3: D ATASTRUCTURE

FOR EACH OBJECT .

< TYPE >

DENOTES THAT IT IS A LIST OF TYPE AND

( TYPE )

INDICATES THAT IT IS AN INSTANCE OF TYPE .

3.3.2 A S SU M P T I O N S
The system assumes that bricks in stable contact with other bricks in the stack have
infinite friction between them. This is justified as common stacking behavior is
usually not based on high friction. It is assumed that a stable stack cannot start on
top of unstable bricks and that bricks in the stack cannot move to a different
position without becoming unstable. This is a conservative approach, so if the
proposed system is in doubt it refers to the physics engine. If a brick is in a position
where its entire weight can be supported by a single brick, even though it rests on
more, the entire weight is supported by this brick. This is based on common
stacking behavior, as there are often central elements in user structures . If a brick
rests on more than two bricks, the weight is distributed equally between these
unless the previous case is true. This assumption is supported by the stacking
behavior observed in the preliminary test [Portfolio Chapter 4]. If a brick is moving
and rotating above a defined speed, it is assumed that the brick cannot be in a
stable position. This threshold takes micro collisions of the game engine into
account.
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3.3.3 C O N T A CT A R EA
For the algorithm to function, the contact areas between bricks must be known.
This contact area is a central part of the algorithm. Two types of contact areas are
needed. The first type is a series of contact areas between a brick and each of the
bricks upon which it rests. The second type of contact area is the convex hull of all
the contact areas the brick rests on. The base physics engine makes contact points
available for each contact between two objects. In order to take advantage of built
in functions, in particular for ray casting, however, it is preferable to have contact
areas as meshes.
In order to calculate the convex hull of the contact points, the contact points first
have to be arranged in order around the periphery of the contact area. To do this, a
gift wrapping algorithm is used. The used algorithm is based on a 2D
implementation from [Abdulin, 2012]. As the contact points are points in 3d,
modifications have to be made to the algorithm to make sure that a valid result is
returned. First the algorithm finds the starting point which is the contact point with
the lowest x coordinate. It marks it as the first point on the periphery and sets this
as last visited. It then takes a random point and sets it as the test point. The
algorithm goes through all contact points and tests if the point is to the left of the
line from the last visited point to the test point, this is done on a projection on the
y=0 plane. If a point is to the left of this line this point is set as the test point. After
all points have been iterated, the algorithm adds the test point to the periphery and
sets this point as last visited. The algorithm continues this approach until the point
found as last visited is the same as the starting point. At this time all points on the
periphery have been visited. Lastly, the list of original periphery points are
converted to a mesh, and assigned to the brick as a mesh collider in order to take
advantage of built in functions. The mesh is not planar, but this does not pose a
problem, as the algorithm does not need planar contact areas to function correctly.
If the number of contact points is either 2 or 3, new points are added to make it
possible to generate a mesh. In the case of two contact points, two new points are
generated a short distance away from the original points in the direction
perpendicular to the two original points. The direction is parallel to the x and z axis
(y being the vertical axis). If only one point is given, three new points will be
generated spaced out along the x and z axis and the original point will be moved
accordingly to create a diamond shaped contact mesh with the centre at the
original contact point.
This algorithm is used to generate both the contact area for resting on individual
bricks, but also for the combined resting area. In the last case, the contact points
from everything rested on is used as input. The algorithm returns the convex
periphery, which is used as the combined contact area.
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3.3.4 S I N G L E O BJ E CT S T A BI L I T Y
In order to test the stability of a single brick, the system tests if the centre of mass is
above the contact area. This can be done fairly easily by a ray cast from the objects
centre of mass straight down. If this ray cast hits the convex hull of the contact
areas, then the brick is considered to be in a stable configuration.
When a brick is found to be in a stable configuration, it is added to the stack.
References between the objects in contact with each other are made, and the brick
is marked as stable. This can be seen in Figure 4. The simulation of the brick in the
physics engine is stopped and the brick acts as an immovable object in order to still
be active in the collision detection.

F IGURE 4: A SINGLE

STABLE BRICK .

T HE GREEN LINE

IS A RAY MARKING THE CENTRE OF MASS , AND THE WHITE

MESH IS THE MAIN CONTACT AREA .

3.3.5 S I N G L E B R AN C H S T A BI LI T Y
The simplest type of stacks is single branch stacks. In this type of stacks, objects only
rest on one other object. In order to be able to calculate the stability of the entire
stack, the centre of mass of the stack above a brick must be calculated. This
calculation is done when the brick status is being updated. If the brick is not part of
the stack, its centre of mass (COM) is updated from the information in the physics
engine. The centre of mass for objects above and including the brick itself (COMabove) is set to the same value, as the COM-above is including the brick itself, and
there is nothing above the brick as it is not part of the stack.
If the brick is part of a stack, the COM-above is calculated using Equation 1 where
COM is the COM-above, and Mass is the mass above. The subscript denotes which
brick the COM and mass belongs to: Brick means the brick in question and brick
above means the value for the brick above.
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[1]
This averages the centre of mass according to the mass of the brick itself and the
mass of everything above. Before these calculations begin, the COM above and
mass above are initialized to the values of the brick itself. The mass above is
summed afterwards according to Equation 2.
[2]
The Centre of mass above can be seen illustrated in Figure 5.

F IGURE 5: A SINGLE BRANCH STACK . N OTE THE COM ABOVE IN GREEN , AND THE CONTACT AREA IN WHITE .
A S THE COM ABOVE IS FOR THE STACK ABOVE A BRICK , THE TOP MATCHES THE BRICK ' S OWN COM WHEREAS
THE LOWEST COM MATCHES THE CENTRE OF MASS OF THE ENTIRE STACK .

After this update, the stability of the stack is then calculated using the same method
as for single object stability, just using the COM above for the test. If the COMabove is outside of the object's main contact, the brick and all bricks above it are
removed from the stack and flagged as unstable and returned to be simulated by
the physics engine.

3.3.6 M UL T I -B R AN C H S T A CK I N G
There are two different types of branching that may happen in the stack. The first is
splitting branching, where two or more bricks rest on a single brick. The other type
of branching is merging branching, where one brick rests on two or more bricks. An
example of the two branching types is seen in Figure 6.
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F IGURE 6: T HE TWO CASES FOR MULTI - BRANCHING . T O THE LEFT IS SPLIT BRANCHING
REST ON ONE . T O THE RIGHT MERGING BRANCHING WHERE ONE BRICK REST S ON TW O .

WHERE TWO BRICKS

The split branching is the simplest version of branching to account for. This is done
by using the same method as for single branching, but repeating it for every brick
above. In an implementation, these are identical as the calculations will be in a loop
structure that will only iterate once in the non branching case.
The second type of branching is calculated differently. Before calculating split
branching, it is tested if any brick above is resting on two or more bricks. If so, the
system is dealing with merging branching. For a more clear explanation, the brick
above the one being updated will be denoted brick A. For merging branching there
are three different cases. The first case is that the entire weight of the stack and
brick A can be supported by a single brick. This is true if the COM-above of brick A is
within one of the individual contact areas. This is tested similar to the single bricks
stability, but using the individual contact areas instead of the combined. If this is
true, the entire weight of brick A will be on this supporting brick. If the supporting
brick is the brick being updated, it will be updated similar to the single case. If it is
not, no update of data will be made (if there are also other bricks resting on the
brick these will update normally). The second case is that brick A is resting on more
than two bricks. In this case the update is done similar to the single branch case but
the mass of brick A for the calculations is reduced to a fraction matching the
number of bricks it rests on.
The last case is that brick A is resting on two bricks. In this case, the distribution
between the two supports is calculated. The calculation is based on the setup seen
in Figure 7.The assumption is that gravity would cause a torque on the pivot point
on the other support brick as if the supporting brick that is being updated was not
present. The equivalent force of this torque would be exerted on the supporting
brick that is being updated and can be recalculated as a weight. This assumption
goes both ways, and generates the distribution of mass.
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F IGURE 7: T HE 2 BRICK MERGING - BRANCHING CASE . T HE BOTTOM LEFT BRICK

IS BEING UPDATED .

The pivot point is the contact point closest to the centre of mass. The torque
exerted on this point by gravity is calculated using the equation for torque [Eberly,
2004] seen in Equation 3, and with the implementation based values in Equation 4.
[3]
Where r is the lever arm vector and F is the force on the lever arm.
[4]
From the torque a force on the other contact area can be calculated. Using
Equation 5, and rearranging it to Equation 6, the downwards force equating the
torque can be calculated, and the equation used in the implementation is seen in
Equation 7.
[5]
Where |r| is the magnitude of the lever arm, |F| is the magnitude of the force and
is the angle between the lever arm and the force vector.
[6]
[7]
Where is the angle between the line from the pivot to the centre of the contact
area and gravity vector.
The magnitude of the force is found, and it is parallel to the gravity vector. The
weight equivalent is calculated using the equation for the force of gravity seen in
Equation 8 and as implemented in Equation 9
[8]
[9]
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Since the force and gravity vectors are parallel their magnitudes can be used
instead.
Finally the brick can then be updated using the same base formula as in the single
brick case but with the equivalent mass substituted as seen in Equations 10 and 11.
[10]
[11]

3.3.7 W AK E U P F UN CT I O N
The wake up function is the part of the system that handles returning a brick from
being part of the stack back to the physics engine. The function is called any time a
stable brick is identified as being in an unstable configuration. The function first
flags the brick as being active in the physics engine's simulation again. Then it calls
itself on any brick that rests on the brick being woken up. This ensures that bricks
cannot be resting on nothing. After this the different data structures associated
with the brick will be returned to the start configuration, and some garbage
collection will be run, to remove the meshes for the contact areas from memory.
Any objects upon which this brick is resting will also have the brick removed from
the array of objects resting on them. A similar system exist in [Hsu & Keyser, 2010]
where it is used to wakeup parts of their piles; however, the objects that are
affected are determined by their position in the pile, and not by their relations to
other bricks, apart from this the systems are similar.

3.4 B RICK S TABILITY L EANING V ERSION
The base version of the brick stability system, can handle most stacking scenarios
observed in the preliminary test [Portfolio Chapter 4]. One type of stacking scenario
that the base version cannot handle is leaning bricks. Here the simple system
cannot accurately simulate the bricks leaning against each other. Due to the
requirement in the base version that objects can only enter the stack if they are
resting stably on the stack bricks, leaning against each other in stable configuration
cannot enter the stack as neither of them is already in the stack.

3.4.1 A S SU M P T I O N S
The system for leaning stability uses a few different assumptions than the base
version. One major difference is that friction is used as part of the stability
calculations and is not assumed to be infinite. The algorithm assumes that the brick
is leaning or unstable, as any bricks otherwise stable would be found so by the base
version. For friction calculations, static friction is assumed.
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3.4.2 C O N T A CT A R EA
The contact areas for this improvement are generated in a similar way as the
contact areas for the base version; however, if only two or less points are given, the
generated points are not spread out horizontally, but perpendicular to the normal
vector of the contact point. These contacts are handled in a different list than the
contacts from the base system, because some contact points required for the
leaning version's contact points may be discarded for the base version. The contact
areas used by the leaning version also have a normal vector associated with them,
as these contact areas are not parallel with the x-z plane.

3.4.3 S T A BI LI T Y C A L C UL AT I O N S
The algorithm for stability uses some of the same principles as the weight
distribution function in the base version, but for the leaning stability friction
calculations are included as well. First, the system identifies the number of objects
in leaning contact. If the number is one or less, leaning stability is not possible. If the
number is over 2 the system also returns false, as this scenario is too complicated
for the current model to handle; however, basic stacking is tested first, so if a brick
can be stable using the basic version more than two contact bricks are possible. The
system handles the case where a brick is in contact with two other bricks (or ground
object), and at least one of these are part of a stack. This case is the one most
commonly seen in the preliminary test [Portfolio Chapter 4].

F IGURE 8: T HE LEANING CASE . T HE TWO UNSTABLE OBJECTS AND A GROUND PLANE . T HE PIVOT POINT ( BLUE )
AND CONTACT POINT ( GREEN ) IS SHOWN ON THE SKET CH ALONG WITH THE NORMAL FORCE AND THE TORQUE
INDUCED FORCE .
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The first step is to identify the lowest contact area (blue dot in Figure 8). The next
step is to find the contact point, on the x-z plane, closest to the centre of mass of
the brick. This point will function as the pivot point. The torque from gravity is
calculated in the same way that it is calculated in the weight distribution function in
the base version with Equation 4. To find the direction in which the torque acts on
the second contact (green in Figure 8), the cross product between the torque vector
and the line from the pivot to the contact point is normalized. Using an approach
similar to the one in the base version Equation 7 the magnitude of this torqueinduced force can now be found. By multiplying the magnitude of the torque
induced force with the force vector found before, the force vector is found. In order
to calculate the amount of friction supporting the brick from the contact point, the
force perpendicular to the contact surface must be calculated. This force is found by
projecting the force vector onto the inverted normal of the contact area. Using this
normal force, the Coulomb friction can be calculated using Equation 12 [Erleben,
Sporring, Henriksen, & Dohlmann, 2005].
[12]
Where

is the magnitude of the friction force and

is the normal force.

Next the sliding force, the force the brick wants to move with, in the same direction
as the friction force, must be calculated in order to find the direction for the friction
force. Normally this would be done with a projection, but as the normal force has
already been calculated, and the sliding force can be found by subtracting the
normal force from the force the brick is generating on the contact.
Now the force on the pivot point can be calculated using Equation 13. The normal
force is inverted as this is the force the other brick is assumed to be exerting in a
stable configuration to avoid object penetration. It is assumed that the friction at
the contact point holds as much weight of the brick as the friction force allows.
[13]
Where

is the total force on the pivot point,

point, and

is the normal force on the contact

is the friction force on the contact point.

Then the normal force for the pivot point can be found the same way as before, as
well as the friction and sliding force. If the friction force is larger than the sliding
force, then the brick is considered stable.

3.5 I NTEGRATION

WITH B ASE V ERSION
In order for the system to function alongside the basic version, some changes to the
framework have to be done. In order to avoid conflicts between the two types of
contact areas, they are kept in different lists and function independently. At first the
contact points for the leaning stability version are calculated, then the contact
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points that should not be used for the basic version's contact points are removed,
and the basic versions contact areas are calculated. In terms of checking for
stability, bricks are first tested for stability using the basic version, and after this
using the leaning version if the basic version does not find the bricks stable. In order
to make sure that bricks that are leaning are not entered into the basic version's
stable state, if the bricks have two contacts, the height difference between the two
contact areas are tested to be less than a threshold height. Additions to the wake
up function are also made to account for the extra contact areas.

3.6 C OLLISION H ANDLIN G
The system proposed in this project does not focus on collision behavior. The
system implemented is therefore a fairly simple system. Significant improvements
can be made to this system following several different approaches as discussed in
[0].

3.6.1 A S SU M P T I O N S
For the implementation of collision handling, it is assumed that the force of impact
to the structure only occurs from the impacting object. If multiple objects impact a
structure, only the direct impacts will be accounted for, and no force from second
impact objects will be used. The impact behavior will be threshold based: If the
impact energy is lower than the threshold nothing will happen and if it is higher the
impacted part of the structure will wake up and the impact will be handled by the
physics engine.

3.6.2 C A L C UL AT I O N S
The impact handling tests if the impact energy is higher than the potential energy of
the brick impacted and the structure resting on it. If the brick associated with a
contact point has a speed above the rest threshold, the kinetic energy is calculated
based on the speed of the impacting brick and it's mass. After this the potential
energy of the impacted brick and the stack is calculated based on the bricks centre
of mass for itself and the stack above it, and the centre point of the bricks main
contact area. If the kinetic energy is higher than the potential energy, the brick and
the stack above is woken up. If the potential energy is highest, the stack remains
stable and the physics engine handles the impact as if the stack did not move.
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Chapter 4 C APABILITIES T EST
4.1 D ESIGN
This test is designed to investigate the capabilities of the proposed system
compared to the unmodified underlying physics system and a modified version of
the underlying physics system which is optimized to simulate the stacking scenarios.
The details of these two systems can be found in [Portfolio 5.3]. The test is
composed of a few stacking scenarios which are based on common stacking
behavior observed in a preliminary test [Portfolio Chapter 4]. In addition to this,
scenarios containing impacts from other bricks are included to show the system's
response to impacts. The simulations are recorded using screen capture. The
simulations are compared to each other and recordings of the performance of real
life bricks in similar stacking configurations. The simulation stacks are constructed
during simulation, with one brick being added to the stack at around 1 second
intervals until the structure is completed or collapses. The scenarios that will be
used are described below.
4 stack: A structure where two parallel bricks are placed on each layer, and rotated
90 deg for the next layer. This structure is very stable and is mostly limited by
construction accuracy and the quality of the base, that the tower rests on.
Card house: A card house like stack, consisting of inverted V structures made from
two bricks which support a level brick that rests on the peaks of two V's. On top of
the level brick is another inverted V. In the end the structure resembles a pyramid
see Figure 10 in the next chapter, the stack in the capabilities test is one level larger.
Slant tower: A structure similar to 4 stack except that each layer is offset from the
center in the same direction making the structure appear to lean. The structure will
collapse at a certain height.
4 stack impact: The same structure as 4 stack is created, and subsequently hit
laterally by a brick in the top of the structure. Another test is done where the
impact is in the 3rd layer of the tower. The tower being impacted will be 13 layers
tall.

4.2 R ESULTS
The results of testing the 4 stack structure showed that the proposed system is
capable of generating towers over 25 levels high. The base physics system is only
capable of getting this structure to a height of four levels high. The structure begins
to sway after two layers are added due to what is assumed to be micro collisions,
and the swaying increases as more layers are added. The collapse of the structure
starts as the bricks in the lowest layer tilt, generating lateral motion as well as
letting the whole structure start an almost free fall. The system with modified
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parameters fared somewhat better but collapsed in a similar manner as the base
system when it reaches a height of around 15 layers tall.
The card house stack can be simulated by the proposed system and behaves stable.
The unmodified base physics system is not able to generate a stable inverted V. The
modified system is able to generate a stable lower level of the card house stack;
however, when subsequent levels are added, the structure shows signs of beginning
the same swaying as seen in the 4 stack, except that the unstable nature of the
structure makes structural collapse almost immediate.
From this point on the unmodified base system will be considered as not being able
to simulate the structures being tested.
For the slant tower test, the proposed system makes the tower collapse when the
structure reaches 9 levels high. The collapse seems to happen at the correct time,
the collapse of the tower, however, is too vertical. In reality the structure is going to
pivot on the lowest level bricks, and remain almost intact until the structure hits the
ground. The modified base physics system collapses at a height of 10 levels. The
behavior of the collapse itself follows reality closely, pivoting on the lowest level
and remaining mostly intact before impact with the ground.
For the top impact, the proposed system removed the brick at the point of impact
from the stack, and the brick falls over on top of the structure. However, in some
simulations the stack was unaffected by the impact and in some subsequent
impacts led to partial structure collapse. The parameter modified base system
suffered complete structure collapse following the impact at the top. This seems to
be due to a lateral momentum being imparted on the structure by the impact.
Impacting at the top of a real version of the tower at different velocities, results in
either the collapse of the top one or two layers, or a partial structure collapse.
When the impact is in the bottom of the structure, the proposed system does not
react to the impact. This is due to the more threshold-like nature of impact handling
with this system. The impacting brick looses all lateral velocity and falls down next
to the tower. Increasing the impact velocity did not produce a different result, and
using very high velocities causes errors with the collision detection system. For the
optimized base system, the impact energy is imparted to the bricks in the 2nd to 4th
layers, mostly the 3rd layer, causing a large deformation of the tower. This
deformation causes instability of the structure and subsequent structure collapse.
Conducting this experiment with physical bricks has different results depending on
the impact speed. At lower speeds only small deformations are observed in the
tower, as impact speed increases the deformations in the tower becomes larger.
The deformations are mostly isolated to directly hit bricks. With impacts at high
speed, higher than in the simulation, the deformations cause structural collapse in
the real bricks tower.
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4.3 D ISCUSSION
The results of the capabilities test show that the proposed system is able to
simulate stack stability in a plausible way. The system is capable of simulating stable
structures and detects when a structure exceeds its stability. The point of collapse
for the proposed system is close to reality, collapse behavior however is not always
realistic. This is due to the fact that the underlying physics system handles the
collapse itself, and the underlying system may not be able to correctly simulate the
partial stabilities that may happen during collapse. Unmodified, the underlying
physics system is incapable of simulating any of the structures in the test. A
modified version is to some extend able to simulate all of the scenarios, with the
loss of realistic constants like gravity and friction constants. The difference in impact
behavior is expected as the impact handling scheme in the proposed system is very
simplified.
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Chapter 5 T EST 2 U SER T EST
5.1 D ESIGN
A user test was conducted to test how users perceive the proposed system in
comparison to a conventional system [Portfolio 5.3]. Naive to intermediate
knowledge users are used to evaluate the system. These users are recruited from
medialogy students on 4th semester and higher. These test participants are
expected to have a novice to intermediate understanding of physics systems as well
as intermediate knowledge of non standard user interfaces. The last fact helps as
the test systems are controlled by a 6 DOF controller [Portfolio 5.2 6DOF
Controller]. The test compares two different physics systems. One is the simulation
system proposed in the report, and the other is the physics system in Unity 3D, with
tweaked constants to allow for stable stacking. The participants are testing two
stacking types. The first is a leaning structure as seen in Figure 9. Participants
continue to build it until it falls over, ensuring that each participant experiences a
structure collapse. The second structure resembles a card house Figure 10 and
consists mostly of slanted bricks. As this structure is not inherently unstable,
participants will add bricks flat on top until a collapse occurs.

F IGURE 9: T HE L EANING STRUCTURE , ONLY THE FIRST FOUR LAYERS ARE SHOWN .
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F IGURE 10: T HE C ARD HOUSE STRUCTURE .

The test procedure starts with the participant using physical bricks to construct a
pre-designed structure type until it collapses. This enables the participant to learn
how the physical bricks act when constructing the structure and how they act
during the structure collapse. After constructing with the physical bricks, the
participant is introduced to the interface of the test program and introduced to the
controls. The participant is asked to do a short training session consisting of docking
tasks. The participant is then asked to construct the structure in the two systems
that are presented in a counterbalanced order. After this first part, the participant is
asked to fill out a questionnaire [see DVD in the "test" folder] investigating the
perceived realism of the two systems, as well as the ease of the using the systems.
The process is repeated for the second stack type.
The test is filmed and screen capture is used to record the program during
participant interaction. The video recordings were used in cases of interesting
interactions using the physical bricks. The screen recordings were used to
investigate problems with the algorithm that come up during the test.

5.2 R ESULTS
20 people participated in the test, and a single person participated in a pilot test. As
slight modifications were made after the pilot test, data from the pilot test are not
used. Of the 20 people that participated, all 20 completed the first part of the test,
3 participants, however, were not able to stack the bricks in the second stacking
scenario, and as a result of this only 17 people completed the second part of the
test. This fact also caused the counterbalancing for the second part of the test to
not be valid. The answers from the questionnaire are analyzed and the results are
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presented in Figure 11 and Figure 12. The questions are answered on a Likert scale,
with 1 being strong preference for the base physics system with modified
parameters and 5 being strong preference for the presented stacking system.

Leaning tower
5
4,5
4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
Bricks fall

Tower
stability

Object
contact

Tower
Collapse

F IGURE 11: P ARTICIPANT REPORTED REALISM FOR LEANING TOWER
SYSTEM MOST REALISTIC , AND 5 REPRESENTS PROPOSED SYSTEM
QUESTION WITH ERROR BARS FOR STANDARD ER ROR .
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F IGURE 12: P ARTICIPANT
SYSTEM MOST REALISTIC ,
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As can be seen from the graphs, the participants preferred the base physics system
as the overall most realistic version and the most realistic on all of the elements of
realism investigated. They preferred the proposed system for ease of construction.
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The comments from the questionnaire have been analyzed and the general
tendencies will be described below. 12 participants commented that the proposed
system seemed the most stable of the two, however, more participants, 8, saw this
as less realistic. One of the 4 participants who found the proposed system more
realistic was the only one to reference the real bricks. 3 participants noted that the
gravity in the proposed system was higher than in the base physics system, and 1
participant felt the gravity was too high and commented on it as unrealistic. The
second main point from the comments is the impact handling which 10 participants
commented on. Several elements are commented on. Clipping with the ground was
commented on by 4 participants. Collisions with the selected brick in the base
physics version was commented on by 4 participants all finding it realistic. The
limited impact effect in the proposed system was found realistic by 2 and unrealistic
by 3 participants. 2 participants commented on latency in the proposed system and
found it unrealistic. 3 participants comment on the shaking that occurs in both
versions when the structure is near or beginning to collapse. 1 participant found it
unrealistic, whereas 2 found it realistic.
In the card house test, participants mostly commented on the stability, unrealistic
structures, and the sense of sticky bricks and partial collapse of structures. 7
participants felt that the tower using the proposed system was more stable than the
tower using the base physics system, all of them felt that the added stability was
unrealistic. 3 participants noticed structures they did not expect to be able to stand
in the proposed system, see Figure 13 and Figure 14 for examples. 2 participants
commented that the bricks in the proposed system felt sticky in regards to realism.
2 participants also commented that partial structure collapse felt unrealistic.
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F IGURE 13: T HE

THREE LEFT BRICKS ON TOP SHOULD MAKE THE TOP RIGHT BRICK F ALL OVER .

T HIS

DOES NOT

HAPPEN DUE TO THE SIMPLIFICATIONS OF THE MODEL .

F IGURE 14: T HE

BOTTOM BRICK LEANING AWAY FROM THE STRUCTURE LEANS ON THE RIGHT MOST BR ICK BUT

IS NOT IN A STABLE CONFIGURATION BUT THE SYSTEM ASSUMES IT IS SUPPORTED .
BRICKS ARE UNDER USER CONTROL .
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T HE

TWO

" FLOATING "

5.3 D ISCUSSION
When looking at the results of the user test, a trend can be seen in that the
participants generally saw the base physics system as the most realistic. The
participants, however, were more in favor of the proposed system in terms of ease
of use. Looking at the comments this can be explained by the fact that the proposed
system is more resistant to accidentally hitting the tower with the bricks being
moved. The brick that is being moved has its position and rotation determined by
the controller. Due to the way the selection is programmed the base physics system
register zero impact velocity. As a result of this it most likely uses penalty forces to
repel the impacted brick; this system seems to cause large repulsion forces when
interacting with immovable objects. As the proposed system does not use penalty
forces, or have an error correction system, impacting bricks with a selected brick
have no effect except in cases of massive object intersection which were not seen in
the test. As the proposed system mostly ignores impacts from the controlled brick
the structure is less likely to fall over due to accidental impacts from the user
controlled brick as it is placed.
Participants recognized the proposed system as the more stable version. The
discrepancy as to its realism is to some extend explained by the differences
between the two versions. The proposed system does not allow for any movement
of the bricks that are part of the structure while the structure is stable and not
interacted with. This is realistic due to the aforementioned lack of interactions.
However, it may seem unrealistic when placing new bricks or hitting the structure.
Conversely, the base physics system reacts to these impacts but when the structure
is near instability or if it is particularly large, small swaying motions can be seen in
the structure even when left alone. The fact that participants considered brick
shaking before collapse to be realistic could be explained by referring to the real
bricks. When participants were about to place a brick that would topple the
structure, many of them would shortly lift the brick again and let the structure
return to a stable state. Only after doing this a few times would they let go of the
brick and let the structure collapse.
For the card house structure participants were unanimous in finding the increased
stability to be unrealistic. This differentiation can be explained mostly from the
different structure. As the card house structure is much more unstable in nature,
any sway in the base physics system will cause structure collapse, thus the
participants do not see the swaying problems mentioned above. The more rigid and
interaction-proof proposed system will seem overly stable as any mistaken
interaction should collapse the structure. Participants reporting sticky bricks can be
explained by the simplifications in the way the proposed system handles leaning
bricks, which can lead to false positives, this also explains some of the unrealistic
configurations. Partial structure collapse can be seen with the proposed system due
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to two factors: One is the simple impact handling, if only parts of the structure
become unstable and are removed from the stack, the rest of the structure will be
more resistant to collapse from the impacts of the collapsing part. The other is the
threshold nature of adding moving bricks to structures. If the entire structure
collapses, but part of it does not gain significant velocity, it is possible for these
bricks to reform part of the structure shortly after collapse. Partial structure
collapse has been observed with the physical bricks during the test.
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Chapter 6 D ISCUSSION
From the two tests that have been conducted it can be seen that there are some
discrepancies between real world comparisons and user perception of visual
plausibility. This discrepancy may be partially explained by the more random nature
of the interactions in the user test compared to the scripted nature of the
capabilities test. Where the users generate less ideal configurations that may be
more difficult to simulate for the model than the more calculated object
configurations from the scripts in the capabilities test.

6.1 L IMITATIONS

TO THE P ROPOSED S YSTEM
The proposed system has several issues that need to be addressed. The major ones
are the interaction system and the leaning brick model. It is clear that the
interaction model had a large part in the results of the user test. The very
unresponsive nature of the interaction model of the proposed system was
commented by a large number of participants. Similar to this, the very rigid stability
of the proposed system felt unrealistic to the users. From these general
observations it seems that interactivity and semi-stability are more important
aspects of stable stacking than first assumed. It may also be the case that stack
deformations is an important aspect of stable stacking. The interaction scenario
from the capabilities test was the only scenario that didn't have realistic behavior, in
that no deformations of the stack were observed.
The leaning brick model should also be revised. It cannot simulate configurations
where more than two contacts are present. In order to simulate this, a more
advanced method is required. The current method also generates false positives for
stability which must be corrected. It is possible that a different approach to leaning
stability is required.
Adding bricks in the middle of the stack is not observed in user stacking, but it is
none the less a feature the proposed system lacks. The system is not able to add a
brick, that other bricks already in the stack rests on, to the stack.
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Chapter 7 C ONCLUSION
An extension for a physics engine is proposed and implemented. A technical test
has been performed and it found that the system performed better than the normal
physics engine with realistic settings, and that a modified version of the physics
engine performed only slightly worse than the proposed system when compared to
real bricks. A user test showed that users found the physics engine with modified
parameters more visually plausible than the proposed system, but preferred the
proposed system in terms of ease of construction. The research question for this
project was:
Is it possible to simulate user-relevant stacking scenarios, in a visually plausible
manner, using stack behavior instead of behavior of individual objects in the stack,
and implement the system on top of a closed source physics engine?
The proposed system was able to replicate realistic behavior in the proposed
simulation scenarios with exceptions of the interaction scenario. The physics engine
alone, could not handle the scenarios when using realistic settings. With modified
parameters, it was able to a lesser degree to simulate the scenarios. For simulating
user-relevant stacking scenarios the hypothesis is partially confirmed with the
exception of interaction.
In terms of user-perceived visual plausibility, the hypothesis is rejected as users
preferred the standard system. In terms of perceived realism users significantly
favored the physics engine with modified settings over the proposed system. It is
expected that the simplicity of the interaction system is a part of this result.
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Chapter 8 F UTURE W ORKS
Further work on the proposed system can focus on two clear improvements. The
first is a more responsive collision handling system. Enabling this should improve
the perception of users, and add functionality to the model that is not sufficient in
the current version. The second area of improvement is the leaning stability
algorithm. Improving the model to be more robust would be a significant
improvement, as in its current form it can misidentify unstable configurations as
stable and has limited functionality for advanced configurations. An additional
improvement would be to allow the system to add bricks in the middle of a stack.
Work could be done to investigate which if any academic physics engines can
simulate small scale object as physics engines are not normally shown working
under these scenarios. A study investigating users' perception of realistic settings
for small object simulation could also be an interesting topic, as some users found
the (realistic) gravity too high.
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